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It is a question of longstanding and current interest in combinatorial group

theory to ask what happens to a given group when one builds a new group by

adding some new generators and defining relations. That is, for a given group H

and a set of words r(x), r E r, involving a set of indeterminates x E x the data

P H, x : r > is called a relative presentation with coefficient group H; the

group defined by this data is the quotient group G = > . For example, one

can ask whether the natural homomorphism H G is injective, an investigation

known as equations over groups [9, 10, 12, 18]. A more general type of question

asks how the structure of G is related to that of H. The concept of asphericity

for relative presentations was introduced in [2] for the purpose of studying how

the cohomology and finite subgroups of G are related to those of H.

In this dissertation we focus on relative presentations involving a single inde-

terminate x and a single relator r(x) of the form

P = < H , x xh >, (1)

where the elements h1, , fin, are taken from H. One of the early results, due

to Levin [19], states that the natural homomorphism H G is injective in this

case. We show how to use the specific nature of Levin's argument to obtain new

results in equations over groups.
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Asphericity of the relative presentations (1) has been addressed by several

authors [1, 2, 6, 14]. Scanning these results, one finds that for n < 5, these

presentations are always aspherical when H is torsion free. It is then a conse-

quence of the theory of aspherical relative presentations that if n < 5 and H is

torsion-free, then the new group G is also torsion-free as long as the relator is

not a proper power in H * F (x) . The main result of this dissertation states that

when n < 6, the relative presentation (1) is aspherical whenever H is torsion-free

and the relator is not a proper power.

The connection between asphericity and torsion-freeness goes deeper. The

famous zero-divisor conjecture of Kaplansky [20] asserts that the integral group

ring ZG of a torsion-free group G is a domain. A recent result of Ivanov [16]

implies that a non-aspherical relative presentation of the form (1) that defines a

torsion-free group G would provide a counterexample to Kaplansky's conjecture.

Ivanov used a delicate argument involving spherical diagrams to prove his result.

We provide a more conceptual treatment of the connection between zero-divisors

and asphericity involving cellular homology and we show how a direct study of

zero-divisors can yield results on asphericity of relative presentations.
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ASPHERICITY OF LENGTH 6 EQUATIONS OVER

TORSION FREE GROUPS

1 Introduction

In 1962, F. Levin [19] introduced the following relative presentation

P H,x : xhixh2 xh, >

where H is a group, x is an element disjoint from H, n is a positive integer and

xhixh2 xhn is a word in the free product H * F(x) of H and the free group

F(x) generated by x. This relative presentation P defines a group G which is the

quotient of H*F(x) by the smallest normal subgroup generated by xh1xh2

in H * F(x). He showed in the paper that the natural homomorphism from H to

G is injective.

We will focus on the study of "Levin-type" relative presentations in this dis-

sertation. One interesting group-theoretic question asks whether G is torsion free

if H is torsion free and the relator xhixh2 is not a proper power. This is

known to be true for n < 5, see the papers [2], [1] and [14]. The proof of this

question depends on the asphericity(definition 4.1) of a relative presentation, i.e.,

theorem 1.3 in Bogley and Pride paper [2] and Serre theorem in J. Huebschmann's

paper [15], also see theorem 2.2.
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Theorem 2.2 gives us another open question as to whether "Levin-type" rel-

ative presentaion <H, x: xhixh2 xh, > is always aspherical under the same

conditions for every integer n. Also, the theorem motivated several recent works

of the study of relative presenatations [2], [1], [6] and [14].

On the other hand, there is a famous conjecture about torsion free groups

known as the Kaplansky conjecture, that is, the integral group ring of a torsion

free group has no zero divisors. In 1940, G. Higman [11] showed that the con-

jecture is true for locally indicable groups which means any finitely generated

subgroup has the integer group as a homomorphic image. Obviously, locally in-

dicable groups are torsion free by considering the subgroup generated by any

single element. In 1999, S. Ivanov [16] showed a significant connection between

the zero divisor conjecture and asphericity. According to the Ivanov's theorem,

we will find a new method to determine the asphericity of relativepresentations

as follows. The relative presentation P =< H, x : xh1xh2 > is aspherical

if the group ring ZG has no zero divisors, see lemma 5.6. Therefore, any example

G defined by P =< H, x : xhixh2 xhri > for which G is torsion free and P is

not aspherical would provide a counterexample to the zero divisor conjecture of

Kaplansky.

One can find that it is very difficult to show whether G is torsion free by

pure algebraic methods. Therefore we will focus on the ashpericity of the relative

presentation P.

In section 4.3, we will introduce all known techniques together with a new
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zero divisor technique to show the asphericity of the relative presentation P.

And then we will continue to work for some new results as follws.

Theorem 5.6 Let H be a torsion free group. Then the relative group presentation

P =< H, x: (x2 g) n x2h > for a group G is aspherical where g,h E H, (x2 g)m x2 h

is not a proper power and m is a positive integer.

Theorem 6.1 A relative presentation P =< H, x : xhixh2 xhn > with n < 6

is aspherical if H is torsion free and xh1xh2 is not a proper power.

Corollary 6.2 The group defined by a relative presentation P =< H, x : xh1xh2

> with it < 6 is torsion free if H is torsion free and xh1xa2- xh, is not

a proper power.

In conclusion, we will show an example of which the asphericity could not be

determined by the previously known techniques.



2 Preliminaries

2.1 Relative Presentations

In this section, we will introduce some basic definitions and concepts of infinite

group theory, and how to connect sets with algebraic group structure to certain

special topological spaces.

A relative presentation is an expression of the form

P=< H,x : r>

where H is a group, x is a set disjoint from H, and r is a set of words in the free

product H * F (x). Each element of r is assumed to be written in the form

x7'11142 h2 x'nn hr,

where x e x, s = ±1, and hi E H, and is assumed to be cyclically reduced in

the sense that if hi = 1 and xi = x1 (subscripts mod n), then Ez sz+1. The

element of xUx-1 will be referred to as x-symbols. The elements of H are referred

to as coefficients. This presentation defines a group

=
H * F (x)

G
N (r)

where N (r) is the normal closure of r in the free product H * F (x) . So N (r)

is the smallest normal subgroup of H * F (x) containing the set r. If the given

group H is trivial then P is known as an ordinary presentation and defines a

group G = and x and r are called generators and relators of G, respectively.

4
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Here is a well known fact which is easily proved by the isomorphism theorem.

For any group H, there is an ordinary presentation Q =< a : u > such that

H is isomorphic to the group presented by Q. For any given group, one can

choose an ordinary presentation. Therefore, the relative group presentation can

be rewritten as the ordinary lifted presentation 15 =< a, x : u, i >, where i is

obtained from r by the way that each coefficient is written as a reduced words in

the alphabet a U a-1. And the lifted presentation 13 defines the same group as

the group presented by P.

2.2 Topological Models and Some Questions

A CW-complex K is a topological space constructed inductively as follows.

Let K° be a discrete space whose points are called 0-cells. Form 10'4+1) from Kn

by attaching (n + 1) cells c,(:,n+1) via maps

: sg, -4 K.

This means that K(11+1) is the quotient space of the disjoint union

(0, B(,,n+1))

with a collection of (n + 1)-balls B,(,n+1) under the identifications x q5(x) for all

x e S'7,1 = a(e+1)). The map extends to a map 0 : 13,71+'-) K(n+1) and so

C(:+1-) = - sg).

One can either stop this inductive process at a finite stage or one can continue

indefinitely. For either case, we finish by setting K = Un>01(n with the weak
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topology, that is, a set A is open in K if and only if A n Kri is open in Kri for

each n. If K = Kn then we call it n-dimensional CW-complex or just n-complex.

Now, we will build a 2-complex whose fundamental group is isomorphic to

the group defined by an ordinary presentation Q =< a : u > as follows. Let

K° = c° be a single 0-cell called a basepoint and for each element a E a, attach

an oriented 1-cell to the base point, denoted by cal, so that both endpoints are

identified with c°. The resulting set 10 = c° Ua cal is therefore a one-point union

of oriented circles S. To attach 2-cell for each relator u E u, suppose that each

u is written in the form

u = aEli

where Ei = ±1 and ai E a. Define a map cbu from the circle S. into Kl as

follows. We subdivide S, and label the segments by u = di' aEn.,

where cbu identifies each labeled segment aiEz of the circle S with the loop S.

Kl, respecting the orientation of 10, that is, a;Fl is positively oriented. Finally,

attach a 2-cell c2, by the map çb. The resulting oriented 2-complex

K = c° U cal u, (a E a, u E u).

is called the model or standard complex of the presentation Q.

Theorem 2.1 [25] The fundamental group of the standard complex modeled by

the presentation Q is isomorphic to the group presented by Q.

If we are given a relative presentation P =< H, x : r > for a group G, one

can have a lifted ordinary presentation P -=< a, x: u, > and have the standard



complex L of P for G. Moreover, the standard complex K of the presentation

Q =< a: u> for H may be considered as a subcomlex of L.

Let (L, K) denote such a pair of the standard complexes of presentations P

and Q. Consider a long exact homotopy sequence(LEHS) of (L, K).

Te-\ i# T r a , \ r
' 72(11) -> !yi-/ ) ) -4

where i# and j# are induced by the natural embeddings i and j, and 0 is the

boundary map and each has the single 0-cell as a basepoint. Also it is known

that 7ri(L) is isomorphic to G and 71(K) is isomorphic to H as described.

In this situation, one can ask the relation between (K) and '71(4 and the

relation between 72(K) and 72(4 Two major issues that have been addressed

are the following.

Whether H(= 71(K)) is embedded in G(= 7r2(L)) ? More precisely,

Is i# : 71(K) > 7r1(L) injective ?

Whether 7r2(L) is generated as a Z7r1(L)-module by the image of

712(K) 712(4 ?

The question (a) is to determine whether the new group contains a copy of

H as a subgroup when we add some more generators and some more relators

for a given group presentation of H. Obviously, if i# on the right in LEHS is

injective then H is embedded to G. We will discuss this more precisely in the

next chapter.
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If the answer to both (a) and (b) is positive then we have powerful group

theoretic consequences for G(= (L)) as follows.

Theorem 2.2 [2, 15] If P =< H,x : r > is an aspherical relative presenta-

tion for a group G and the natural map H G is injective, then the following

statements are true.

The inclusion H G induces natural isomorphisms between (co)homology

groups of G and H,

Hn(G,) Iln(H,) and Hn(G,) Iln(H,)

in all dimensions n> 3 and for all choices of ZG-module coefficients,

Each finite subgroup of G is contained in a G-conjugate of H.

Of course, when i# on the left in LEHS is surjective, (b) holds but it does

not happen often enough. To answer these two questions is not easy so that we

should first deal with the simple cases when x and r are singletons.



3 Equations over Groups

In this section, we will discuss more precisely the first question in the previous

section. Let H be a group and x be an unknown variable. An equation over H is

of the form

w(x) = xElhix"h2

where w(x) is a cyclically reduced word in H * F(x), F(x) is the infinite cyclic

group generated by x, each coefficient is in H and Ei ±1 for each i, n is a

positive integer. The sum Ei Si is called the exponent sum.

Therefore, we have a relative presentation < H, x : w(x) > with adding one

more generator and one more relator. We will consider the relative presentation

H*F (x)< H,x : w(x) > as the group presented by < H,x : w(x)> in this section.N(w(x))

The equation w(x) = 1 is said to have a solution in some overgroup of H or to

be solvable in an overgroup of H if there is a group H* containing an exact copy

of the given group H as a subgroup and an element h* E H* such that w(h*) is

the identity in H*. This is equivalent to saying that the natural map

H --+< H,x : w(x) >

is injective.

This problem was originally announced by B. H. Neumann [21] who considered

the equation w(x) = eh' for a given group H and an element h E H and asked

whether every element of H has an n-th root in some overgroup. The solution is

9

in the free product with amalgamation, H * < c >, where < c > is a cyclic
<0=h>



,x xhixh2 >

f

HH
i=1

10

group of order n times the order of h. Of course, < c > is the infinite cyclic group

if the order of h e H is infinite. More generally, F. Levin showed the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.1 [19] Let H be an arbitrary group and w(x) ----= xh1xh2 xhn be an

equation where hi E H for all i. Then w(x) has a solution in some overgroup.

Sketch of proof. Consider the following diagram

where n H G is the semidirect product of n-copies of H with Cm, a cyclic

group of order n generated by c and the action by c permutes the n-copies of H in

HH X Cn,i.e., c(gi, 92, ,gn) (g2, g3, g, gi)e. The map f and i send h E

H to the diagonal entry (h, h, h) .1, and f sends x to (hi-1 , 1/ 1 , .

Then we can verify that f(w(x)) = 1 so that it is a homomorphism and the

diagram commutes. On the other hand, the map i from H to flH G given
i=1

by h (h, h, h) 1 is certainly injective so that the natural map from H to

< H , x : xh1xh2 xh, > is injective, too.

In the above theorem, the equation w(x) =- xhixh2 has only positive

exponents. Any equation with negative exponents is solved by changing to the

variable t = x". Naturally, one can ask about an equation that has both positive

and negative exponents. Unfortunately, it is verified that not every equation is
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solved over an arbitrary group.

Example 3.1 Let H be a group. Assume that the element a E H has order 2

and b E H has order 3. Then the equation w(x) = xax'b' can not be solved

because of the following reason. If it can be solved then a and b with different

orders are conjugate in a group, this is impossible. However, if a and b have the

same order then the natural map H H,x : xax'b' > is always injective

and the group < H,x : xax'b-1 > is said to be an HNN-extension of H.

Thus, we should realize that some restrictions on groups or equations are

necessary. The best known restrictions are the Kervaire-Laundebach question

and Levin question.

Kervaire-Laundebach question [20] If the exponent sum of a given

equation does not equal zero, then is the equation solvable in some

overgroup ?

Levin question [19] Is any single equation over any torsion free group

solvable ?

It is known that Kervaire-Laundebach question has a positive answer if H

is locally residually finite [23] or locally indicable [12]. Also, Klyachko [18] has

shown that any equation with exponent sum +1 over torsion free groups has a so-

lution. Furthermore, many authors have given partial solutions with restrictions

on equations and used various technicques to show that the map j# in LEHS

of the previous sections is surjective [5], [7], [9], [13]. However, both questions



remain open in full generality.

I would like to finish this section with some observations from Levin's paper

[19].

Theorem 3.2 Let H be a group and w(x) = x"hixE2h2- be an equation

where hi E H and ei E {±1} for all i. Suppose that the sum of exponents is

nonzero and the product h1h2. is in the center of the subgroup generated by

{h1, h2, hih2 commutes with hi for all i. Then w(x) = 1 has

a solution in some overgroup.

Proof. Since the sum of exponents is nonzero, let the exponent sum

m > 0 without loss of generality. If the sum of exponents is negative, one can

use the change of variable t = x-1. Now, think of another equation associated to

the exponent sum of w(x) as follow

w'(x) = eihih2 lin.

By Levin's paper, we can construct a commutative diagram

H, x : enhili2 >

12

such that f (w' (x)) =- 1. Let c be a generator of Cm. The key observation is that

f (x) f (hi) = f (hi) f (x) for all hi ,because f (x) = (1, 1, , 1, (h1li2 hii)-1) ,

hih2- commutes with all hi and c commutes with f (h) for all h in H. We



therefore have f(w(x)) = f(w'(x)) = 1, and then the natural map

H < H. x : w(x) >

is an injective homomorphism and the group II H x Cm is also a solution group
i= 1

for the equation w(x). This proves the theorem.

Corollary 3.3 Equations with nonzero exponent sum over abelian groups are

solvable.

This also follows from the Gerstenharber and Rothaus result because abelian

groups are locally residually finite, [10].

13



4 Pictures and Tests for Asphericity

Let K be the standard complex for any given presentation Q =< a : u >.

Then, we will often wirte 72(Q) for the second homotopy module 72(K).

Definition 4.1 A relative presentation P H,x : r > for a group G is as-

pherical if for some ordinary presentation Q =< a : u > for H and for some

lifted presentation P a, x : u, i >, the second homotopy module 72(13) is

ZG-generated by the image of 7r2(Q) 72(15)-

In the following sections, we will see reasonable methods to calculate the

second homotopy module r2(P) with respect to 72 (Q)

4.1 Ordinary Pictures

The definitions of pictures may be found in many references including [3], [8]

and [24]

A picture P is defined with the following data.

A finite collection of pairwise disjoint discs {Al, ,Arri} in the interior of

an ambient disc D2.

A finite collection of pairwise disjoint compact one-manifolds {al, cen}

properly embedded, i.e., acgi = ajno(D2 UT_iint(Ai)) where "int" denotes

interior.

14

The boundary of P is the circle OD', denoted by ap. For 1 < i < m, the

corners of Ai are the closures of the connected components of aL, Uy=iaj,
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where a Li is the boundary of A. The regions of P, denoted by Fj, are the

closures of the connected components of

D2 - U AU
i=1 j=1

The components of P are the connected components of U1 Ai U U1a3. An

inner region of P is a simply connected region of P that does not meet P. The

picture P is nontrivial if m > 1, is connected if it has at most one component.

The picture P is spherical if it is nontrivial and if none of the arcs meets the

boundary of D2. The region F1 is neighbour of F2 if they share a common arc.

The number of arcs in a region F is called the degree of F and is denoted by

d(F). If P is a spherical picture, the number of different discs to which a disc Li

is connected is called the degree or the valence of Ai, denoted by deg(/).

For a given group presentation Q --=-< a: u > for H, let P be a picture, and fix

an orientation of the ambient disc, for example, clockwise. A picture P is called

a picture over Q if the picture P satisfies the following additional conditions.

Each arc of P is equipped with a normal orientation, indicated by an arrow

transverse to the arc, and is labeled by an element of a U a-1.

Each disc A of P is equipped with a sign e(A) = ±1 and is labeled by a

relator u(L) E U.

If for each disc A with label u(A) and sign F(L) in P we have a word

when we read the arcs starting and ending at a corner of A around a disc
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clockwise then the word is identically equal to one of cyclic permutations

of ue(°).

Example 4.1 Let Q a, x : ui = aa, u2 = axa-1x-1 > be an ordinary

presentation. The following picture is one of examples of spherical pictures over

Q where the ambient disc is omitted.

a

Figure 1: A spherical picture over Q

A picture P over Q is called a based picture if P is equipped with basepoints

as follows.

Each disc A has a basepoint, which is a selected point in the interior of a

corner of A.

P has a global basepoint, which is a selected point in OP that does not lie

on any arc of P.

For the standard complex K of Q =< a : u > for a group H, each based

picture P over Q determines a map f : (D2, 3D2) (K, K(1)) of based pairs,
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that is to say, f(WY) C K(1). The homotopy class of P is the element [f] E

7r2(K1 K(1)). If P is spherical then the map f naturally induces a spherical map

f : S2 ---> K, and so [f] is an element of 72Q = 72K. The following theorem

indicates the usefulness of pictures to compute homotopy modules.

Theorem 4.1 [3] Every element of 72Q has the form [f] where f is obtained

from some based spherical picture P over Q.

Let P be a based picture over Q. The boundary label on P is the word W(P)

obtained by reading the labels on the arcs of P that are encountered in a walk

around OP in the positive direction, starting and ending at the global basepoint.

Then, we have a pictorial version of the "van-Kampen lemma".

Theorem 4.2 pw Let w be an arbitrary non-empty word in aUa-1. Then w --= 1

in the group presented by < a : u > if and only if there is a based picture over

the presentation with boundary label w.

As we have seen that any element in 72(Q) can be considered as a spher-

ical based picture, we have some operations from the homotopy theory which

determine homotopy equivalence classes.

A floating arc in a based picture P is an arc of P that separates the picture

into two components, one of which contains the global basepoint of P and all re-

maining arcs and discs. A sub picture Q of P is a picture enclosed by an embedded

circle in P which does not touch discs, OP and meet arcs in only finitely many

transverse intersections. A folding pair in P is a connected spherical subpicture
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of P that contains exactly two discs such that (1) the two discs are labeled by the

same relator and have opposite signs, (2) the base points lie in the same region,

and (3) each arc in the subpicture has an endpoint on each disc.

When P is spherical, the complement of Q is defined as follows. Remove the

interior of Q and then obtain a new picture by a planar reflection of the remaining

of P. This new picture with a given global basepoint is a complement of Q. One

can see that the complement of Q has the same boundary label as Q. Let X be a

set of based spherical pictures over Q. An X-picture is either a picture P from X

or its mirror image,i.e., the inverse of the homotopy class defined by the picture.

The ZH-submodule of 7r2(Q) generated by the homotopy classes [f] obtatined

from X-picture will be denoted J(X).

The following operations can be applied to based spherical pictures over Q.

Bridge : Bridge move, see Figure 2.

Float : Insert or delete a floating arc.

Fold : Insert or delete a folding pair.

Replace(X) : Replace a subpicture of a given picture by the complement

of that subpicture in an X-picture.



Figure 2: Bridge move

Based spherical pictures P and Q are X- equivalent if P can be transformed

to Q up to isotopy by a finite sequence of the picture operations.

Theorem 4.3 [3] Let P and Q be two based spherical pictures over P and Ill

and &I be homotopy classes corresponding to based spherical pictures in 72(Q),

respectively. Then [f] [g] E J(X) if and only if P and Q are X-equivalent.

Now, we will think of our main object, a relative group presentation P =<

H, x: r > for G. Again, choose a presentation Q --=< a: u> for H and so have a

lifted presentation 15 =< a, x : u, i >. Let X be the set of all spherical pictures

over the subpresntation Q, then J(X) is the submodule of 712(P) that is generated

by 72(Q). Thus, 72(P) is ZG-generated by 72(Q), (i.e., P is ashperical) if and

only if each spherical picture over 13 is X-equivalent to the empty pciture.

4.2 Pictures over Relative Group Presentations

e over a lifted presentation P =< a, x: u, i >. If there is a

Q --=< a: u> for H separated from whose subpicture then

operation, Replace(X), which has no effect for asphericity.

ep finitely many, we therefore have a picture each of whose

19

Let P be a pictur

subpicture in P over

we apply the picture

By repeating this st
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components has at least one disc with labelled by i . After then, erase each

disc with labeled by relators in Q and each arc with labeled by generators in

Q. In each corner of remaning discs, then give a label by an element of H

corresponding to erased arcs so that if we read off a disc clockwise, then we can

see that it is exactly cyclic permutation of r E r or T.'. The remaning picture

have discs, called r-discs, labeled by relators in r, have arcs, called x-arcs, labeled

by generators in x and have corners labeled by elements in H.

The main point here is that the product of corner labels encountered in an

anticlockwise traversal of the bounday of an inner region of each component in

the new picture is the identity in H by the theorem 4.2. Thus, we define the

following.

A picture P is called a picture over the relative presentation P =< H,x : r >

if the picture consists of r-discs and x-arcs with the additional conditions;

for each corner it of P, W(K) E r*, where W(K) E r* is a word when we

read around a disc contatining it clockwise, and r* is the set of all cyclic

permutations of the elementss of r U r-1 which begin with an element of x;

if h1, ,h1 is the sequence of corner labels encountered in an anticlockwise

traversal of the boundary of an inner region F of P, then the product

hl h1 1 in H. We say that h1. h1 is the label of F.

Example 4.2 Let < a: a2 > be a group presentation for H and let P be a relative

group presentation < H, x: r = axa-1x-1 > with a lifted group presentation Q



a-

Figure 3: A spherical picture over P

A dipole in a labelled picture P over P consists of corners n, K1 of P together

with an arc joining the two corners such that lc and Ki belong to the same region

such that if W(K) Sh where h e H and S begins and ends with an element of

x U x-1, then W (Ki) = S111,-1. Figure 3 may be an example of a dipole because

a2 = 1 and so the disc on the right can be considered r'-disc. The picture P is

reduced if it does not contain a dipole.

We can apply the picture operations if the relative presentation has the fol-

lowing properties; (1) for each r E r, n r = {r}, (2) no element of r is a

cyclic permutation of its inverse, and (3) no element of r is a proper power. P is

called orientable if it satisfies the conditions (1) and (2).

Consequently, to show that a relative group presentation P is ashperical it

suffices to show that the following Remark(1) holds.

Remark(1) : For an orientatble relative presentation P =--< H, x : r >, every

connected spherical picture over P contatins a dipole if no element of r is a proper

power.

Remark(2) : If P is not aspherical, there is a reduced spherical picture over P.
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in example 4.1. Then we have a spherical picture over P obtained from Figure 1.



4.3 Determinations of Asphericity

In this section, we will see various techniques to determine the asphericity of a

relative presentation by using topological and geometric properties of spherical

pictures. For example, Euler's formula could be applied to find the existence of

spherical picutres over a relative presentation.

4.3.1 n-Steps

Firstly, we have the following lemma from the definition of asphericity 4.1.

Lemma 4.4 (n-steps) Let a relative presentation P =< H, x : r > define a group

G and Q =< G,t : s > be another relative presentation. If Q and P are both

aspherical, then the relative presentation R =< H,xUt:rUg> is aspherical

where g is an element of H * F(x) * F(t) obtained from s by lifting.

Proof.

Let K be the standard model of a chosen ordinary presentation for H and let

L and M be the standard models of presentations P and Q, respectively. Since

both P and Q are aspherical, we have

7r2(L) = (L) Im(72(K) 72(L))
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72(m) = z71(m) irm(72(L) 72(m)).

Where /m(72(K) 7r2(L)) and Im(72(L) T-2(M)) are the images of the

natural maps induced by embeddings. To prove the lemma, we will need to



induce the following.

712(M) = Z71 (M) Im(72(K) 712(M))

Let e be an element in 72(M). So e can be expressed as e -= Ei Aia, where

Ai E Z7ri (M) and o-i E Im(72(L) -4 72(M)) for each i. Since P is aspherical, we

can write each ai as Ei ,u,i3Tij where ,a,3 E Z7r1 (L) and Ti3 E /m(72(K) (L)).

Then, in 7r-2(M),

e = as pi37-isj
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so that e is an element of ZR-1(M) Im(72(K) 72(M)). This completes the

proof.

4.3.2 Weight Test

The star-complex P' of P is a graph whose edges are labelled by elements of

the coefficient group H. The definition is as follows.

The vertex and edge sets are xUx-1, r* respectively. For R E r*, write R Sh

where h E H and S begins and ends with x-symbols. The initial and terminal

functions are given by: t(R) is the first symbol of S, T(R) is the inverse of the

last symbol of S. The labelling function on the edges is defined by A(R)

A non-empty cyclically reduced cycle (closed path) in P' will be called

admissible if it has trivial label in H. Each inner region of a reduced picture

over P supports an admissible cycle in

A weight function 0 on Pst is a real valued function on the set of edges of P'

which satisfies 0(Sh) = 0(S1h1) with Sh R E r*. A weight function 0 on



P' is weakly aspherical if the following two conditions are satisfied

Let R E r*, with R hi xhri. Then

E(1 e(Xfihi hnX11 hi hi_1)) > 2
i=1

Each admissible cycle in P' has weight at least 2.

A weakly aspherical weight function on Ps' is aspherical if each edge of Ps'

has non-negative weight.

Theorem 4.5 [2] (i) If Ps' admits a weakly aspherical weight function, then P

is weakly aspherical. (ii) If P' admits an aspherical weight function, then P is

aspherical.

Proof. Suppose that P is a reduced strictly spherical picture over P which

means that the product of the corner labels in the annular region defines the

identity in H. In the presence of a weakly aspherical weight function 0, we derive

a contradiction. Shrink each disc of P to a vertex, and identify OP to a point to

obtain a tesselation T of the 2-sphere. Let no, n1, n2 be the number of vertices,

edges, faces of T respectively. Thus no is equal to the number of discs of P, n1

is equal to the number of arcs, and n2 is equal to the number of regions. Denote

the set of corners of P by C. Obviously

24

2n1 = 1.

cEC
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Summing over all vertices of T, the first condition condition on a weight function

implies

2no < 0(W(c))).
cEC

Now, each inner region of P supports an admissible cycle in P'. Moreover, since

P is strictly aspherical, the outer annular region also supports an admissible cycle

in P'. Thus, summing over all faces of T, the second condition on 0 implies

2n2 < >O(W(c)).
cec

By the Euler formula, we now obtain the following contradition:

1
2 = no n1 + n2 <

2 = no ni + n2 < (2
2

((1 0(47(0)) 1+ 0(W(c))) =0.
cEC

(ii) Suppose that P is a reduced connected spherical picture over P, and

that P' admits an aspherical weight function 0. Proceed as in (i), with the

exception that the outer region of P need not support an admissible cycle; it

does support a cycle of non-negative weight, however. In this case we have the

following consequence of the second condition of 0.

2(n2 1) < 9(W(c))
cEc

This leads to the contradiction:

(1 0(W(c))) 1+ 0(W(c)))) =1.
cEC



4.3.3 Small Cancellation Conditions

Let l be a positive integer. A l wheel over P is a non-trivial connected

picture W over P which has discs {A0, A1, , A1}, and which satisfies:

each arc of W meets a disc A3 for some j E {1, if

each arc of W either meets Ao or OW

each disc of W has a corner which lies in a region of W that meets 0W.

The disc Ao is the hub of the /-wheel.

Definition 4.2 Let p be a positive integer. Then P satiscies C(p) if there are no

reduced l-wheels over P for l < p.

Definition 4.3 Let q be a positive integer. Then P satisfies T(q) if there are no

admissible cycles in Ps' of length m for 3 < in < q.

Theorem 4.6 1-21 If P satisfies C(p), T(q) where 1/p + 1/q = 1/2 then P is

aspherical.

Proof. Suppose that P is a reduced connected spherical picture over P. Observe

that each inner region of P has at least two corners since the relators of P are

cyclically reduced. Remove all inner regions of P that contain just two corners by

identifying the two bounding arcs to a single arc; denote the modified picture by

P*. The labels on the arcs and corners of P involved in the identification process

are eliminated in the passage to P*. However the corners of P* remain labelled

26
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by coefficients, each inner region of P* supports an admissible cycle of length at

least 3, and hence of length at least q, by T (q). If ther are 1 incidences of arcs of

P* on a disc A of P*, then one can easily use the structure of the picture P near

A to construct a reduced /-wheel with A as hub. By C (p) then, there are at least

p incidence of arcs on each disc A of P*. Shrink each disc of P* to a vertex, and

identify aP to a point, to obtain a tesselation T of the two-sphere containing no

vertices, n1 edges, and n2 faces. The C (p) condition gives that each vertex of T

supports at least p incidences of edges, which implies

Po <2m1.

The T (q) condition gives that all faces of T but one ( the "outer" face) have at

least q boundary edges, which implies that

q(n2 1) <2n1.

This produces the following contradiction:

2ni 2n1
2 = no ni + n2 < n1 + +1

,1 1,
= + ) n1 + 1

P q

=1.

4.3.4 Curvature Distribution

An angle function on a picture P is a real-valued function 0 on the set of

corners of P . Associated to 0 is a curvautre function c defined on the discs A of



P by

c(,A) 271

and on the regions F of P by

c(F) -= 271
K,COF

(15(k)))

If P is a connected spherical picture, then there is the fundamental curvature

formula

E c(A) + c(F) 271x(S2) --= 471.

A

The sums are taken over all discs and regions of P. It follows immediately that

for any angle function on any connected spherical picture, some disc or region

has positive curvature.

An application of the curvature formula we use in this paper is due to Ed-

jvet [6] and is called curvature distribution. More specifically, let 0 be an angle

function with associated curvature fucntion c. Suppose also that every disc

of P is flat in the sense that c(A) = 0. Then the curvature formula implies the

existence of at least one region F such that c(F) > 0. If F' is a region of P

that neighbours F across an arc a in the boundary of F then we can subtract

77 (any real scalar) from one of the corners of F that touches a and then add

77 to the adjacent corner in F'. This results in a new angle function on P with

associated curvature function c*. Obviously, c*(A) c(A) for each disc A of P,

c*(F) = c(F) n and c*(F') c(F') IT Other regions are unaffected. More

generally, if .F is the set of regions of P we can define a distribution scheme on

28

0(k)
ncaA



P as the function 77 : x R.

Lemma 4.7 [1] Suppose that c is a curvature function on a connected spherical

picture P for which each disc of P is nonpositively curved. If j is a c-flattening

of P with distributed curvature function c*, then there is a region F of P such

that c*(F) > c(F) and c*(F) > 0.

4.3.5 Zero Divisors of Group Rings

This section is indeed motivated by a recent discovery of the connection be-

tween the question of general asphericity of 2-complexes and the question of zero

divisor conjecture, i.e., the Kaplansky conjecture such that the integral group

ring of a torsion free group has no zero divisors [16]. G. Higman [11] showed that

locally indicable groups have no zero divisors.

Let P H,x : r > be a relative group presentation and let P define a

group G and let i be the inclusion homomorphism from H to G. Choose a

group presentation Q =< a : u >. As a routine, let L and K be corresponding

standard models for G and H, respectively. As before, we use the single 0-cell as

a basepoint of homotopy groups.

Now, consider a covering map p: L, where L is the universal cover of L,

i.e., simply connected topological space. Then L is actually a 2-complex and G

acts on L by permuting cells. The action has the following properties. (1) G acts

freely on (L) in the sense that g -x" for all E L and g 1 in G. (2) G acts
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transitively on p-1(x) for all x E L, i.e., for any two distinct points y1 and y2 in



Then we have a following lemma
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p-1(x), there is an element g E G such that g yi y2. For more details, see [4]

chapter 1, appendix. Let K = p-1(K) and K0 be a connected component of K.

Choose a basepoint in the preimage of the basepoint of K, then we will use it as

a basepoint of 7,, K and K0 simultaneously. Then the group action gives us two

properties as follows.

Gli(H) have the same cardinality as connected components of K.

gi (K0) is isomorphic to the kernel of i : H G.

Therefore, if the inclusion map i : H-+Gis injective, then we have in (K0) is

trivial and so K0 is the universal cover of K, i.e., K is a disjoint union of simply

connected spaces in L.

By elementary homotopy theory, any covering map induces an isomophism

from the second homotopy group of covering space to the second homotopy group

of base space. Indeed, this holds for any higher homotopy group except for the

first homotopy group. This implies that 72(i) and 72(L) are isomorphic.

On the other hand, in the case of simply connected complexes there is a very

powerful techniques converting homotopy groups to homology groups given by

W. Hurewicz.

Theorem 4.8 [25] For any simply connected 2-complex K, the second homotopy

group g2(K) is isomorphic to the second homology group 112(K).



Lemma 4.9 Suppose that the natural map i : H G is injective. Then P =<

H, x : r > is aspherical if and only if the inclusion induced homomorphism i:

H2(K) H2(i) is surjective.

Proof. Suppose that i : H G is injective. Define L, L, K, K, and K0 as above.

We already know that H2(L), 72(4 and 7r2(L) are all isomorphic. And H2(K) is

isomorphic to the sum of H2(K0), where the sum is taken over the number of the

Gli(H). By proposition 5.3 in [4], it is isomorphic to ZGOzxH2 (K0). Since K0 is

the universal cover of K, we have that H2 (K0) and 72(K) are isomorphic. Finally,

this implies that H2(K) and ZG ®ZH 72(K) are isomorphic. Consequently,

H2(K) H2(L) is surjective if and only if the map (/) : ZG OZH 71-2(K) 72(L)

given by 0(g [f]) g i#([f]) is surjective. Equivalently, 71-2(L) is generated as a

ZG-module by the image of the inclusion induced homomorphism i# : 7r2(K)

72(L), that is to say, P is aspherical. This completes the proof. 0

Therefore, one can naturally ask when the map i : H2K H2L is surjective.

To do this we should think of the homology exact sequence of (L, K).

H3(L,R) --> H2K HL --> H2(L K) H1K

In this sequence, we have H3(L , K) = 0 because L is a 2-dimensional complex

and so there are no 3-cells, and HiK = 0 because K is a disjoint union of simply

conected spaces. So we get a short exact sequence as follows

0 H2T-( H2L- H2(1, K) 0
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Then one can say that i. is surjectiye if and only if H2(1, = 0. By the



definition of homology groups, we have the following sequence

0 H2(L, K) --> C2(L,) Ci(L, K) -4

where Ci(Z, K)xE. ZGex and C2(2,, K) = esrer ZG-er2 are free ZG-modules= EB'l
generated by { : x E x} and {e7.2 : r e 0, respectively. And the ZG-module

homomorphism a is called Fox-derivative ([4]) given by as follows.

a(e) /: (axan el) x
xex

where ax'/ax = ox,x the Kronecker delta and if r uv then

ar au (ay
ax ax+ ax)

Lemma 4 10 Suppose that x = {x} and r = {r} are singletons and exponent

sum of x in r is non zero. A relative group presentation P =< H,x : r > for a

group G is aspherical if the natural map from H to G is injective and the group

ring ZG has no zero divisors.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that a is injective. In the case, H2(L , K) = 0

and so i* : H2(K) > H2(L) is surjective. By lemma 4.9, P is aspherical. Now,

suppose that the Fox-derivative a is not injective. Then there is a non-zero

element w = Ei nigi in ZG such that a(w e7.2) = 0. On the other hand,

a(w er2) = wa(e7,2)

arw
ax x
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Then wa' =- 0. But since exponent sum of x in r is non zero, the difference of

terms with positive sign and terms with negative sign in t. is not zero so that



ais non zero in ZG. This implies that w and are zero divisors. This leads

to a contradiction.

4.3.6 Change of Variables

Our next concern is a change of variables. Let ft, : x e xf be a set in one-to-

one correspondence with the set x. For each x E x, choose hx,+1 E H, and choose

1-tx G 1+11. Then we can replace each word in HUx U x-1 with the following

xE = x,Eh'tExAx

where 6 = +1. Let r' be the set of words obtained from r by the above sub-

stitutions, cyclically permuting to start with a t-symbol, and finally multiplying

adjacent elements of H. We note that the words in r' are cyclically reduced. Let

=< H, t : r' > .

Theorem 4.11 (Change of variables) P =< H, x : r > is aspherical if and

only if P' H,t : r' > is aspherical.

One can prove this theorem as follows. Each picture over P can be trans-

formed to a new picture over P', vice versa, such that the identity property of

boundary words of inner regions is not changed and moreover, a dipole over P is

transformed to a dipole P'.
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5 Some General Results

Now, we will focus on the relative presentation P =< H, x : xh1xh2 > for

G adjoined single generator and single relator for some positive integer n. As we

know, the inclusion homomorphism i H G is injective, see chapter 3. We

will see the asphericity of P in special cases.

5.1 Two Lemmas

Lemma 5.1 [1] The relative presentation < H,x : xai > is aspherical if

xai is not a proper power in the free product H * F(x) and al, , a are

all contained in an infinite cyclic subgroup of H.

In particular, this implies that the relative presentation < H, x : xn g > is

aspherical for any positive integer n if the coefficient g has the infinite order in

H. This lemma, together with weight test, may be applied to get the following

lemma.

Lemma 5.2 The relative presentation < H,x : 71 gxnh > is aspherical for some

positive integers m and n if H is torsion free and the relation is not a proper

power in the free product H * F(x).

Proof. The star-complex of P has just two vertices with labels x and two

edges with labels g' or h-1- and the other edges with label 1. Then give a weight

in such a manner that each edge with label 1 has a weight 1 and g, V' have

34
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a weight 0. Then one can see that possible admissible cycles are (gh-1)2g±1 for

non negitive integer i or its conjugations. But this means that g is in < gh-1 >.

Then since the sugroup generated by < g. h> equals the subgroup generated by

< g, gh-1 >, the group generated by coefficients are infinite cyclic. By lemma

5.1, the proof is completed.

This result also holds if m and n have opposite signs. One can show this by

using weight test.

5.2 A Family of Aspherical Relative Presentations

Next, we will obtain a family of aspherical relative presentations by applying

zero divisor test. Let G be the group defined by P =< H, x : xh1xh2 xh, >.

Each element T in the group ring ZG can be written as a finite sum of the form

kw where k is an integer and w is a reduced word in H * F(x). An element

T = njwi in the group ring ZG is called homogeneous of degree i where

0 <i < m 1, if the exponent sum of x in each wi is i modulo m.

Lemma 5.3 Let Ti and Ti are homogeneous of degree i and j, respectively. If

i j then Ti T in the group ring ZG for 0 <i, j < m 1.

Proof. let f be a homomorphism from G to Cm such that f (h) = 1 for any

h E H and f(x) = c, where c is a generator of the cyclic group Cm. One can

naturally extend f to a ring homomorphism f' from the group ring ZG to the

group ring ZCm. Then the image of an element with exponent i modulo n under

f' is c. Since i j, ci in Cm. This proves the lemma.
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Lemma 5.4 Let Ti be non trivial homogeneous of degree i where 0 <i < m

,and let w be a reduced word in H * F(x). If w is of infinite order in G then

Ti(l±w) O.

Proof. Let Ti = Ek n ou where ni is a non zero integer and ui are all
3 3

different reduced words in H * F(x) with exponent sum i modulo m. Suppose

that Ti(1 w) = 0. Then we have

E njuj =

Since nuj njujw for all j, one can easily see that w permutes on the set {u3}.

This implies that Wk = 1. This is a contradiction to the hypothesis that w is of

infinite order. Similarly, one can prove for the case 1 w.

Lemma 5.5 Let P =< H, x : xhixh2 > be a relative group presentation

for a group G and w be a reduced word in H * F(x). If w E G is of infinite order

then (1±w) is not a zero divisor.

Proof. We will show this for 1 w since the proof for 1+ w is almost the same.

Suppose that 1 w would be a zero divisor. Let T be a non zero element in ZG

such that T(1 w) 0. Then we can write T in the form

T = To + + Tm-i)

where Ti is homogeneous of degree i for each i. As we have seen in lemma 5.3,

each Ti is different from the others. Let w have an exponent sum 1 modulo m
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for some 1 = 0, I, .. , m 1. If 1 = 0 then by lemma 5.4, it is a contradiction.

Therefore we suppose that 1 is non zero. Then we have

T(1 W) = 0

(To + ± T(m_1)) (1 W) = 0

To + Tot() ± T(rn_i)w

This implies that T(i+j) T3W (subscripts mod m) for each j = I, . , 1

by lemma 5.3. Therefore Tow = T1, Tow' = T21 (subscripts mod m), and so on.

Consequently, we can say that Tow' Trni = To (subscripts mod in). By the

hypothesis, w has infinite order. This is a contradiction by lemma 5.4 again.

Now, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6 Let H be a torsion free group. Then the relative group presentation

P =< H,x : (x2 g)mx2h > for a group G is aspherical where g,h E H, (x2 g)mx2h

is not a proper power and m is a positive integer.

Proof. Let r --= (x2 g)mx2h. If the product gmh of coefficients of r is the identity

then one can observe that the subgroup of H generated by coefficients is cyclic.

Thus, there is nothing to prove by lemma 5.1. Now, we assume that the product

of coefficients is not the identity in H.

Claim : x in G is of infinite order.
2m+2

Proof of claim : Recall that f is the homomorphism from G to H H C(2m+2)
i=1

and f (x) = (I, g-1, 1, 1, 1, 11-1) where C(277-i+2) is the cyclic
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group of order 2m + 2 generated by c. Since c has order 2m + 2, f (xi) is not the

identity for 1 < i < 2m 1, so that gmh is of infinite order in G. This means

that x is not the identity, either. One can also observe that

f (x(2m+2) ) 1 < gm h = 1.

But we assumed that gm h is not the identity. This proves the claim.

Now, to apply lemma 4.10 we will show that arlax is not a zero divisor. Compute

ar/ax as follows.

1 + x + x2 g + x2 gx + (x2 + (x2 g)m x
ax

= (1 + x2 g + (x2 g)m) (1 + x).

Suppose that ar/ax is a zero divisor. Then there is a non trivial element T in ZG

such that T(ar/ax) = 0. Let T = To + T1+ +T(277,+i) where Ti is homogeneous

of degree i for each i. Since 1 + x is not a zero divisior, we have the following

0 T (ar < >- 0 = T(1 + x2 g + + (x2 g)m).
ax

Therefore,

0 T(1 + x2 g + (x2 g)m)

= (To + + T(277,+1)) (1 + x2 g + (x2 gr)

= (To + T2 + + Tan) (1 + X2g + (x2 gr)

+(T1 +T3 + T(27114-1)) (1 ± x2g + (x2 g)m)

We therefore have 0 = (T0 + T2 + T2m, 1 + x2 g + (x2 g)rn) and 0

(Ti +T3 + T(2rn+1)) (1 + X2g + (x2 g)m) by lemma 5.3 because all degrees
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in the first equation are even and all degrees in the second one are odd. Then we

have the following.

0 = ( + T2 ± 712m ) 1 ± x2 g + (x2 gr)

(To + T2(x2 g)m + T2,,,(x2 g)) + (To( x 2 g) + T2 ± T2rn((x29)2))

+ + (To(x2 g) + T2(x2g)(') + T2m)

Then, (T0 + T2(x2g)m + T2771 (x2g)) has the degree zero different from the

others. By lemma 5.3, it is zero in the group ring. By the same way, each term is

zero in the group ring. Thus we will take the first equation To (T2(x2g)m +

T2m(x2g)) and then replace it to the second equation in the place of To.

Then we have

0 = T2 ( 1 - (x2 0(7'1)) --- T2(1 h-1 g)

Since h and g are different elements in G and so h-1 g has infinite order, T2 = 0

by lemma 5.5. By the similar ways, one can see that all T = 0 for all i =

0, 1, 2m 1. This leads us to a final contradiction.



6 Asphericity of Length 6 Relative Presentation

6.1 Overview

In this section, we will consider asphericity of the length 6 relative presentation

with torsion free coefficients and so we will have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1 A relative presentation P H,x : xa1xa2 > with n < 6

is aspherical if H is torsion free and xa1xa2 xan is not a proper power.

If this is the case, we have a corollary by theorem 2.2(b).

Corollary 6.2 The group defined by a relative presentation P H, x : xa1xa2

> with n < 6 is torsion free if H is torsion free and xa1xa2 is not

a proper power.

For the cases n 1 and n = 2, P is not difficult to show that it is aspherical.

Also, for n = 3,4 and 5 we can see the results from [2], [I] and [14], respectively.

Indeed, they tried to classify asphericity of the case that H is an arbitrary group,

even though H has elements of finite orders. They have showed that it is as-

pherical with a few exceptional cases which can not be determined with existing

methods and some relative presentations are not aspherical, for example see [2,

Theorem 3.4]. The exceptional and non aspherical relative presenations in the

papers appeared in equations with torsion elements. Therefore we will limit our

interests to relative presentations with torsion free coefficients and the length 6

case.
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Before giving a proof of the theorem 6.1, we should know that some coefficients

could be the same and some could be the identity element. After applying small

cancellation conditions together with change of variables, we will have 15 special

cases to consider and apply each case to tests of asphericity given in section 4.3,

see the following table.

Relative Presentations Test for Asphericity

Q4 =< H,x : x3gx2kxg >

Qio -=< H,x : x2gx2kx2m >

Q11 =< H,x : x2gx2gx2m >

Q15 ==< H, x: x2gxhx2gxm >

n-Steps

Q2 =< H, x : x4gxhxg >

Q3 =< H, x : x3gx2gxl>

Q8 =< H, x : x3gxhxgxh, >

Q5 =< H,x : x3gx2kxk >

Qg =< H,x : x3gxhxhxg >

Q13 =---< H,x : x2gx2kxgxm >

Q14 ==< H,x : x2gx2kxgxk >

Weight Test

Qi =< H,x : x4gxgxk >

Q6 =< H,x : x3gxgxkxk >

Q7 =< H, x : x3gxhxgx1 >

Q12 --=< H,x : x2gx2gx1xm >

Curvature Distribution
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In the table, each coefficient in each presentation is not the identity and any

two different labelled coefficients are distinct. In particular, one can see that the

relative presentation Qii to be proved by n-steps is a special case of the theorem

5.6.

6.2 Reduction to Special Cases

For convinience, we will write the length 6 relative presentation with a torsion

free group H as the following

P =< H, x : xaxbxcxdxex f >

where each coefficient is in H.

Throughtout this section we assume that the relation xaxbxcxdxex f is not a

proper power and the group H is torsion free. Our aim in this subscetion is to

classify the relative presentation P =< H, x : xaxbxcxexex f > to all the possible

cases to consider that P is aspherical.

First of all, if the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f are all distinct, then one can eas-

ily see that the relative group presentation P is aspherical because it satisfies

the small cancellation condition C(4)-T(4). In fact, one can observe that the

unknown variable x has all positive exponets then any region in a picture over

P has even discs and so P satisfies automatically T(4). Thus, we deduce that

some coefficients are the same. Then, use the substitution t = xg where g is the

coefficient with the most consecutive appearances. For example, if the relation is
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x3gxgxgxh then taking t = xg, then we have t4g-1htg-1tg-1 up to cyclic permu-

tation. It is enough to show that < H, x : x4hxgxg > is aspherical with torsion

free coefficients. If there are no consecutive repeats of coefficients, then we will

choose t = xa so that the relation starts with P. Without loss of generality, we

can assume that the relation begins with the largest power of x with at least two.

But we have already showed that the relative presentations < H, x : x6 g > where

g 1 and <H, x : x5gxh > are aspherical by the lemma 5.1 and the lemma 5.2,

respectively. So we have three special cases

P1 =< H,x : x4 gxhxk >

P2 =< H, x : x3gxhxkx1 >

P3 < H,x : x2 gxhxkxlxm >

where 1 0 {g,h,k} in the relative presentation P1, 1 0 {g,1}, neither g = h = k

nor h--=k=-1 in P2 and 1 0 {g, ml and any two consecutive coefficients are not

the same in P3.

Next, let me think of more special cases which come from the relative presen-

tations P1, P2 and P3.

In P1, if we suppose that all coefficients are different then the relation satisfies

the condition C(4)-T(4) so that P1 is aspherical, or if all coefficients are the

same then it is also aspherical by lemma 5.1. Thus we can consider three special

cases obtained from P1, that is, g=h,g=k or h = k. But the case h k

is equivalent to the case g = h, beacuse taking the inverse of the relation gives



Q5 ---=< H,x : x3gx2kxk >
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us to the relation x-41/-1x-1h-1x-ig-1, and then use the substitutions t = x-1,

h-1 = gi and g-1 = g2. Therefore, we have two more relative presentations to

consider

Qi=< H,x : xligxgxk >

Q2 =< H, a : x4gxhxg >

where all coefficients in each relation are different and other than 1 in Q1 and

Q2.

In P2, if coefficients are all different and other than 1 then it satisfies C(4)-T(4)

so that P2 is aspherical. If coefficients are all the same then P2 is also aspherical

by lemma 5.1. Thus we can consider three special cases, i.e., h = 1 and k 1,

h 1 and k -= 1, and h 1 and k 1. We can see that the case h 1 and

k = 1 is equivalent to the case h = 1 and k 1 by using substitutions and

taking inverse. Thus two special cases come from the relative presentation P2.

Firstly, consider the case h 1 and k 1, i.e., x3gx2kxl. If all coefficients are

distinct, then P2 satisfies the condition C(4)-T(4) so that P2 is aspherical. Thus,

we obtains three subcases, g = k, g =1 and k =1, and so we have three relative

presentations to consider

Q3 =< H,x : x3gx2gxl>

Q4 =< H, X : X3.9X2kTg >



Qg -"=< H,x: x3gxhxhxg >
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where all coefficients in each relation are different and other than 1111 Q3, Q4 and

Q5. Secondly, in the case h 1 and k 1 in P2 if all coefficients are distinct,

then P2 also satisfies C(4)-T(4) so that P2 is aspherical. Thus we obtain three

subcases, g h (equivalently k = 1), g h. Look at the case g = h. If k 1,

then P2 satisfies C(4)-T(4) and so P2 is aspherical. Thus we have one relative

presentation from the case g = h

Q6 =< H,x : x3gxgxkxk >

where all coefficients are different and other than 1 in Q6. In case g h, again

we have two subcases, g = k and g k. From the case g h, g k, we have

three more subcases, g,h,1 all different, g = 1 and h = 1. But the case g 1 is

equivalent to Q5 by using the substitution t = xg followed by the taking inverse.

Thus, we have two relative presentations to consider

Q7 H,x : x3gxhxgxl>

Q8 '< H,x : x3gxhxgxh>

where all coefficients in each relation are different and other than 1 in Q7 and Q8.

Consider the case g h, g k. we have g = 1 in this case. If not, P2 satisfies

C(4)-T(4) and so P2 is aspherical. If h k then x3gxhxkxg satisfies C(4)-T(4)

so that it is aspherical. Therefore, we have just one more case to cosider

where all coefficients are different and other than 1 in Q. On the other hand, all
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remaining cases in h 1 and k 4 1 ,that is, h= k, h =1 and k =1 are equivalent

to the above cases.

In P3, recall that g 1, m 1 and any two consecutive coefficients are not the

same. Firstly, consider h = 1, and so k 1, to find subcases of the relation

x2gxhxkx1xm. If 1 = 1 then we have two subcases, all different coefficients and

g k. So we have 2 more relative presentations to consider

gx2kx2m>Qio =< H, x : X2

H,x x2gx29x2m>

where all coefficients in each relation are different and other than 1 in Qio and

Qii. If 1 1 then we obtain the relation which has the form of x2gx2kx1xm. If

the coefficients are all distict and other than 1 then P3 satisfies C(4)-T(4). Thus,

P3 is aspherical. Otherwise, we have four subcases such as g k, g =1, g = m

(equivalently, g = k) and k = m satisfying C(4)-T(4). Again, in the case g -= 1,

we have two more subcases k 4 m and k = m. Therefore we have three more

relative presentations to consider

Q12 =< H,x : x2gx2gx1xm >

Q13 H, x : x2gx2kxgxm>

Q14 =< H,x : x2gx2kxgxk >

where all coefficients in each relation are different and other than 1 in Q12, Q13

and Q14. Secondly, consider the case h 1 and k = 1 in P3, i.e., x2gxhx21xm so
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that 1 1. If the coefficients are all different, then it satisfies C(4)-T(4). So P3

is aspherical. Thus, we have four more subcases g = 1, g m, h 1 and h = m.

But the two cases g in, h -= 1 are equivalent to the case h = 1 above and h in

is equivalent to g = 1. Therfore, we have one more relative presentation in this

case

Q15 =< H, x : x2gxhx2gxm >

where all coefficients are different and other than 1 in Q15. Finally, in P3, if 1 = 1

then it is equivalent to the case h = 1. If h 1 and k 4 1 then all coefficient are

different in P3 and so P3 satisfies C(4)-T(4), that is, P3 is aspherical. Through

this step, we have the table 6.1 as seen.

6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1

First of all, we will consider the simplest cases to prove as follow.

Lemma 6.3 The relative presentations Q4, Q10, Qii and Q15 are aspherical.

Proof. We will use the technique n-steps to prove for the relative presentation

Q4 =- H, x : x3gx2kxg >. Consider the relative presentation < H, y : y2k >.

This presentation is aspherical since the length of the equation is less than 6.

Also, this presentation defines a torsion free group by theorem 2.2, say F. Then

conside the presentation < F,x : xgx2y-1 >. Then the equation xgx2y is not a

proper power and has length 3 so that it is aspherical. Therefore the presentation

< H, x, y : y2k,xgx2y-1 > is aspherical by lemma 4.4. By change of variables,
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we conclude that Q4 is aspherical. The other cases are almost the same. 0

Secondly, we will apply the weight test for the relative presentation in the

second row of the table 6.1.

Lemma 6.4 The relative group presentations Q2, Q3 and Qg are aspherical.

Proof. Consider the following relative presentation

H, x : x2(xgxh)a1(xgxh)a2>

which by using s = xgxh can be transformed to

=< H, X, 8 : xgxhs-1,x2saisa2 >

The left one in Figure 4 is the star complex over R1 .

If h = a2 = 1 and al 1,i.e., the case Q2 , assign a weight function 0 in

such a way that 0(g) = 0(ai) = 0, one edge with label 1 from x- to x+ in the

star complex has a weight 1 and the other edges have the weight 1/2.Thus, there

are no admissible cycles with weight less than 2 to avoid non-cyclic coefficient

group so that the star complex over Q2 admits an aspherical weight function. By

theorem 4.5, Q2 is aspherical. If h = a1 = 1 and a2 1,i.e., the case Q3, assign

a weight function 0 in such a way that 0(g) = 0(a2) = 0, one edge with label 1

from x- to s+ in the star complex has weight 1 and the other l's have the weight

1/2. Then the star complex over Q3 admits an aspherical weight function so that

Q3 is apherical. For al = a2 = 1 and h 1 the case Q8, the weight function

is given by the same manner as in Q. This completes the proof. LI
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Figure 4: Star complexes

We can now prove the following.

Lemma 6.5 The relative group presentations Q5, Q9, Q13 and Q14 are aspherical.

Proof. Consider the following relative presentation

<H, x: (xgx)xai(xgx)hxa2 >

which by using s = xgx can be transformed to

R2 =< H, x, s : xgxs-1, sxa1shxa2 >

Then the star complex is the right one in Figure 4.

If g = 1 and h = a2 then the relative group presentation is exactly Q5. Assign

the weight function 19 as follows; the edge with label h from x+ to s- has weight

0, edges with label 1 from x- and s+ to x+ have weight 0, and the others have

weight 1. The cases al = 1 and h = a2,i.e., Q9, a2 = 1 and h at,i.e., Q13 and

a2 = 1 and h --= abi.e., Q14 have the same weight function as follows; 0(g) = 0
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c(A) > 27r 4(7r 270) = 0.
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and the others have weight 1/2. One can show that all star complexes admit

aspherical weight functions. This complete the proof by theorem 4.5.

Finally, there are just four remaining cases Qi, Q6, Q7, and Q12 which are not

shown by weight test. We then apply the curvature distribution to those relative

presentations here.

One can observe that the four remaining relative presentations are satisfy-

ing the condition C(3). This means that if we assume there is a picture over

Qi, Q67 Q77 or Q12 then there is no 2-wheel on the picture. Thus each disc on the

picture has at least 3-wheel.

Define an angle function called the standard angle function on a picture over

relative group presentations Qi, Q6, Q7 or Q12 such that each corner within a

double bond has angle zero and every other corner has angle 27r/deg(A), where

deg(A) is the degree of the disc A. With this angle function we have the curvature

c(A) 0 for each disc A and any double bond is flat. Since each disc is at least

3-wheel, any n-region has the maximum curvature

c(A) = 27r n(7r 27r/3) = (6 n)7/3.

If n > 6 then it has non positive curvature. By the fundamental curvature

formula, we know there is at least one region with a positive curvature so that

the picture has at least one 4-region. If such a 4-region contains discs A with

deg(A)> 4 then the maximum curvature
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By the fundamental curvature formula, this leads a contradition. We therefore

has at least one 4-region with at least one disc containing 3-wheel. If such a

4-region does not exist then we conclude that there is no picture over Qi, Q6, Q7

or Q12 and so we can say that Qi, Q6, Q7 or Q12 are aspherical. Recall that if we

read off corner labels counterclockwise in each inner region on a picture then the

word obtained such a manner is the identity in H and if such a word gives us that

H is cyclic then by lemma 5.1 we can say that the relative group presentation is

aspherical. Therefore, we will focus on finding each possible 4-region astisfying

that it has no dipole and corner labels of such a 4-region does not give that H is

cyclic.

Lemma 6.6 The relative group presentation Q6 =< H, x: x3 gxgxkxk > is as-

pherical.

Proof. In case of Q6, one can observe that there does not exist such a 4-region

without a dipole. This proves that Q6 is aspherical.

Lemma 6.7 The relative group presentation Qi H, x : x4gxgxk > is aspher-

ical.

Proof. Suppose that Qi is not aspherical. First, we need to find 4-regions with

at least one 3-wheel. One can find there are four such regions without a dipole up

to inversion with corner labels 1.1.g g-1 or 1-1.1-1, see Figure 5. The maximum



curvature of those regions is 7r/6. Define a distribution scheme as follows.

71/6 if c(F) > 0 and F is separated from F' by

a single bond with corner labels (g-1 k)+1

Or

if c(F) > 0 and F is separated from F' by

a double bond with corner labels (k1)±'

0 ohterwise

Since 4-regions do not have corner with label k+1, F' has at least six corners.

One can easily show that two inwardly bonds in F' are not adjacent. Now,

compute the curvature of F'. Let n be the number of total discs in F' and m be

the number of inwardly oriented bonds in F' and p be other discs in F'. So we

have n 2m p.

c*(F') < 271 - M(7r - 27r/3) m(rr 271/4) p(7 27r/3) + m7r/6

271 (m + m +P)7/3

= (6 n)7r/3
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Since n > 6, c* (F') is non positive. This is a contradiction. 0
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Figure 5: Positive curved regions and Curvature distributions

Lemma 6.8 The relative presentation Q12 =< H,x : x2gx2gxlxm > is aspheri-

cal.

Proof. If we suppose that Q12 is not aspherical, then there is a picture with at

least one 4-region with at least one 3-wheel up to inversion. Give the standard

angle on the picture. Let F be such a 4-region. Then the maximum curvature

c(F) = 7/6 if it has a triple bond and c(F) = 7/15 if otherwise. Now apply the

curvature distribution scheme to adjacent regions with at least 6 discs as follows.
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n(F, F') =

7r/6 if c(F) > 0 and F has a triple bond

7/15 if c(F) > 0 and F has a double bond

(hg1-1)+1
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0 otherwise

Let m be the number of triple bonds in F' and n be the number of total vertices

and p be the number of remaining vertices. So we have n = 2m + p where

P = Pi + p2 We note that triple bonds are not adjacent in this case.

c*(F') < 27r m(7 27/3) m(7 27/4) p2(7 27r/3)

P1(7 27r/5) + m7/6 +p17/l5

= 27 (m +m+p2 +/31)7F/3 p147/14+p17/15

< (6 n)7/3

Since n > 6, it is non positive. This leads us to a contradiction.

We will show the last unproven relative presentation Q. In this case, the

argument is a little more complicated.

Lemma 6.9 The relative presentation Q7 H,x : x3gxhxgxl > is aspherical.

Proof. By the same manner, find possible 4-regions with at least one 3-wheel

up to inversion. One can see that there are nine possible 4-reigions. And the

regions give us the following relations in H.

(hg)±1



77(F, F') a double bond with corner labels 11
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(h-tig)±1

(1/-112)+1

(1-4h2)

Recall that each coefficient is not the identity and any two of coefficients are

not the same. Then, it is can be shown easily that two of such relations are

not satisfied simultaneously to avoid an infinite cyclic subgroup. We therefore

observe that such 4-regions with different relations can not be shown at the same

picture. Consider a spherical picture containing the relation (hg)+1, see Figure

6. Since any 4-region in it does not have corner labels (l1)±', if we apply the

curvature distribution as shown in pictures then the adjacent region F' has at

least six corners because two bonds with corner labels 11 are not adjacent.

7r/6 if c(F) > 0 and F is separated from F' by

0 ohterwise

Let in be the number of discs of inwardly oriented double bonds in F' and

n rn p be the total number of discs.

c*(F') 27r --1722(7r 27/3) LT21-(7r 27/4) p(7 270) ± -77217r/6

27r (m p)1.3-r

(6 n)7/3

Since n > 6, it has a non positive curvatrue. This is a contradiction. In

pictures with corner labels (1-1hg), F' has at least six corners because each 4-



Figure 6: Corner labels (hg)'.

region does not have (h-11)±1, (10+1. Also, two such bonds are not adjacent.

c* (7) < 27r m(7 27/4) p(7r 27 13) + --7717/3
2

=-- (6 n)7/3

By the same reason, this leads us to a contradiction.

In picture with corner labels (71,-11g)±1 , F' has at least six corners and two

such bonds are not adjacent.

c* (F') < 27 m(7 27r/4) p(7r 27r/3) + 7i7r/6

< (6 n)7/3

By the same reason, this leads us to a contradiction. It is shown by the same

way in pictures with corner labels (1-1h2)±1. This completes the proof. 0

Consequently, we proved all remaninig fifteen relative group presentations are

aspherical. This completes the proof of the theorem 6.1
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6 4 Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have originally introduced the zero divisor method to

show asphericity of relative presentations and we have found a family of aspherical

relative presentations(section 5.2) from it. Also, we have showed that for n < 6,

the relative presentation P =< H, x xh1xh2 > is aspherical(theorem

6.1) if the subgroup generated by coefficients is torsion free and the equation

xh1xh2 xhri is not a proper power, and then the group G defined by P is also

torsion free. With pure algebraic methods, one could realize that it is very difficult

to determine whether G is also torsion free in the situation. Therefore, one can

possibly conjecture that for any positive integer n, P is ashperical with the same

conditions. But it is maybe difficult, too. For example, consider the following

relative presentation < H, x : (xhi xhm)xgi(xhi xhi7)xg2 > for suitable

positive integer m, where H is torsion free and the equation is not a proper

power, i.e., g1 g2. If m 1 or m 2 , this presentation is aspherical as we

have seen in theorem 6.1. For m > 4, it is not easy to show the asphericity of

the relative presentation with the methods introduced in section 4.3. However,

one would believe strongly that Levin-type relative presentations over torsion free

groups are apherical when the equations are not proper powers.

Our next aim is still to concentrate on equations over groups and the as-

phericity of relative presentations. In particular, it would be very interested in

trying to solve Kervaire-Laundebach question and Levin question about equa-

tions over groups, and the Kaplansky conjecture having the connection between
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the asphericity of relative presentations and zero divisors in the group ring. One

more thing, it seems noteworthy to show the aspehricity of the equations mixed

by positive and negative exponents as for example in [17].
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